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The integrative conjugative elements, ICE’s SXT and R391 are the prototypes of a group of gram negative integrative
elements known as the SXT/R391 group. R391 was identified in a clinical isolate of Providencia in the late 1960’s in
South Africa, while SXT was initially isolated in 1992 in a clinical isolate of Vibrio cholerae O139 and variants have since
been isolated in pandemic strains throughout the world. Subsequent sequencing of both elements demonstrated a high
degree of structural similarity leading to the group being classified as the SXT/R391 group. The SXT/R391 ICE elements
are characterised as integrating into a specific chromosomal site within gram –ve hosts, being extremely stable and
promiscuous and possessing a number of element hotspots for integration of heterologous DNA including increasingly,
antibiotic resistance determinants. This makes such ICE’s highly adapted for antibiotic spread. New evidence emerging
indicates that SXT/R391-like ICE’s are increasingly being identified worldwide particularly in Asia not only from Vibrio
species, where they have been found widely in human clinical isolates, but from other gram -ve associated infections of
domestic animals and fish. Evidence of more such elements may emerge in the future as a new trapping vector pIceCap
has been developed to capture them in a circular form, aiding characterisation. The types of the novel ICE’s now
emerging, their comparison with prototype elements and the antibiotic resistances associated with them are important
given their promiscuous nature and stability.
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1. Introduction
Integrative conjugative elements (ICE’s) are a type of bacterial mobile genetic element that integrate into the host
chromosome and are capable of conjugating widely [1-5]. ICE elements belonging to the SXT/R391 group are amongst
the best characterized and studied of the enterobacterial elements with some 100 examples of different SXT/R391 ICE’s
being reported so far. This group were initially classified as IncJ plasmids [6] however inability to isolate them coupled
to the observation that they were capable of recA independent chromosomal integration led to their classification as
conjugative transposons [7, 8] and later as ICE’s. The prototype of this group, the element R391, was initially identified
in Providentia rettgeri from a clinical isolate in South Africa [9]. Isolation of a circular transfer form of the ICER391
[10] led to the ability to sequenced the entire element [11] Sequencing showed it to be an integrating element with
phage, plasmid and transposon characteristics with a type IV conjugative transfer system. Soon afterwards the SXT
element, prevalent in epidemic strains of Vibrio cholerae and found in all pandemic strains of the O14 group, was
shown upon sequencing to be highly homologous to R391 [12]. To unify the nomenclature elements related to R391
and SXT in terms of sequence and structure were termed ICEs and related elements were classified as SXT/R391
elements [13]. The ICE’s SXT, R391, R392, R705, pMERPH and R997 elements were shown to integrate into the prfC
gene (encoding an essential peptide release factor) of their enterobacterial host causing truncation of the prfC gene but
restoring function by the element encoding a new “n” terminus for the hybrid encoded protein [14, 15]. This unusual
integration into a unique 17bp sequence within the prfC gene is catalyzed by the ICE encoded integrase and leads to a
single stable copy of the element within its host [15]. The 17bp integration site is conserved in a wide range of
proteobacterial genera as shown by bioinformatics analysis [16] and hence SXT/R391 ICE’s are capable of stable
transfer to a wide variety of bacterial hosts. Several methods can be utilized to identify ICE elements including pulse
field gel electrophoresis [17], PCR to identify the unique and well conserved integrase gene [18] and genomic
sequencing [19].
The elements themselves can undergo stress inducible enhanced conjugative transfer, which may be an evolutionary
adaptation which enhances survival of the SXT/R391 ICE’s [18, 20, 21]. The basis of this enhanced transfer is due to a
stress inducible excisionase encoded by the ICE’s which enhances chromosomal excision providing elements for
conjugative transfer and spread [22]. One of the key characteristics of SXT/R391 ICE elements is that they encode an
unusual UV sensitizing function [18, 23]. Analysis of this genotype in the ICER391 via deletion analysis [24] has
demonstrated that an inducible transfer gene termed orf43 in the ICER391, upon overexpression [25, 26] allows lowlevel transfer of SXT/R391 ICE elements upon host damage. This has been termed a trap door mechanism and
hypothesized to be a unique adaptive tool to allow ICE’s escape and transfer even following extreme damage to the host
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[27]. Thus inducible transfer to a wide range of protobacterial genera, integration in a stable manner, ability to
recombine and integrate heterologous DNA with adaptive function such as antibiotic resistance determinants make such
elements key drivers and maintainers of antibiotic resistance spread. Indeed in the SXT system it has been shown that
these ICE’s can also mobilise other genomic islands [28] and virulence plasmids [29] particularly in Vibrio cholerae
strains

2. Lessons from comparative analysis of ICE elements
Comparative sequence analysis of the known SXT/R391 elements has revealed that they share extensive sequence
homology, gene synteny and ability to integrate adaptive genes such as antibiotic resistance, restriction systems and
metal resistance determinants [16, 30]. Comparison is compromised somewhat because each ICE on sequencing has
been annotated separately and uniquely such that the gene nomenclature of SXT and R391 are different as are
subsequent annotations as new ICE’s have been discovered [11, 12, 19, 30]. The elements vary in size between 80kb to
110kb with core ICE genes showing extensive homology and more than 50 of the core genes showing extensive synteny
[30]. The variability observed when comparing SXT/R391 ICE’s is generally associated with a number of hotspots
present within the ICE’s [31]. Five hotspots for integration of DNA termed HS1-HS5, located within intergenic regions
have been determined (Figure 1) based on sequence comparisons with known ICE elements, while variable regions
have also been found to exist within the ICE SXT-R391 family, one (Variable region III) of which interrupts the rumB
gene is seen in many ICEs such as SXT [30]. Comparative analysis has shown that the core genes encode functions for
transfer and maintenance of the elements such as the IncA/C like conjugative transfer genes [30, 32], the int and xis
genes, and control genes such as orf90 and orf91 (as per the R391 nomenclature) [11,16]. The incA/C transfer-like
genes and bet and exo recombination genes and a small number of genes of unknown function are highly homologous
(34-78%) and syntenous to genes associated with the Yersinia pestis IP275 plasmid pIP1202 however other genes such
as int, xis and transcriptional activators (related to orfs90/91) are absent [30, 32] from this and may have a phage origin.

3. Antibiotic resistance spread through ICE elements
Recently based on use of DNA probes, genomic sequencing and comparative bioinformatic analysis there have been a
large number of novel SXT/R391-like ICEs determined (Table 1). These elements have been identified in microbes of
animal origin, as opposed to human clinical isolates, in chickens, pigs and in fish. The isolates follow the known ICE
structure, as determined in previous characterized ICE’s. The insertions are located into hotspots of preferred locations
with many encoding antibiotic resistance determinants including resistance to SXT, tetracycline, streptomycin,
penicillin’s and cephalosporins. Data summarized in Table 1 suggests that the SXT/R391-like ICE’s emerging from
animal sources may be an important vehicle for the transfer of drug resistance.
Most antibiotic resistance genes in SXT/R391 elements are found within variable region III that disrupts the rumB
gene (see Fig. 1, Table 1) possibly via carriage on a transposable element. This region is highly variable and can have
between 9 to 17 genes. Antibiotic resistances found here include genes for resistance to ampicillin (amp) and
cephalosporins (BlaHMS-1 and BlaCMY-2) chloramphenicol (floR), streptomycin (strBA), sulfamethoxazole (sulII),
erythromycin (Eryr - mphRK, mrx,), tetracycline (tetA) and trimethoprim (dhfR18). Others are found in the Hotspots
described above (Table 1).
Table 1 Summary of a selection of novel SXT/R391-ICEs determined recently and emerging from animal sources showing the
pattern of antibiotic resistance and the insertion location within the core ICE genome.

ICE Type
ICEPvuCHN2213

Resistances
floR, strB, strA, sul2

ICE Insert Location
III

Reference
33

ICEPmiCHN1586

dhfR, floR, strB, strA, sul2

III

33

ICEPmiCHN904

floR, strB, strA, sul2, tetAR, BlaHMS-1

III, HS4

33

ICEPmiCHN3300

dhfR, floR, strB, strA, sul2, dhfR

III, HS3

33

ICEPmiCHN3335

floR, tetR/A strB, strA, sul2

III

33

ICEPmiCHN2407

BlaHMS-1, tetAR

III, HS4

33

ICEPmiCHN2410

BlaHMS-1

III

33

ICEPmiCHN2416

BlaHMS-1

III

33

ICEPmiCHN901

dhfR, floR, strB strA sul2, BlaHMS-1

III

33
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ICEPmiCHN902

dhfR, floR, strB strA sul2, BlaHMS-1

III

33

ICEPmiCHN903

dhfR, floR, strB strA sul2, BlaHMS-1

III

33

ICEPmiCHN905

floR, strB. strA. sul2, BlaHMS-1, tetAR

III, HS4

33

ICEPmiCHN3237

BlaHMS-1

III

33

ICEValAO56-1

strBA, sul2

HS5

34

R

ICEValHN396

hydroperoxide

HS3

34

ICEVscSpa1

RM

HS5

35

ICEPmiFra 1

BlaCMY-2 (AmpC)

III, V

36

ICEPmiJpn1

BlaCMY-2 (AmpC)

III, V

37

ICEMfuInd1a

RM, czcA

HS5, HS2

38

ICEMprCHN1

Multidrug

HS1

38

ICEPmiChn1

floR, tetG, StrAB, sul2

III

39

HS3, HS4

40

III, HS3

40

ICEVchChn6
ICEVpaChn1

r

Amp , Sul, Str (Hg Cd Pb)
Str

r
r

ICEVpaChn2
ICEVchChn0143

Amp
Smr, Sur, Tmr, Tcr

III
III

40
41

ICEVchChn0956

Smr, Sur, Tmr

III

41

ICEVchChn1605

Smr, Sur, Tmr

III

41

r

r

r

r

ICEVchChn1627

Sm , Su , Tm , Tc

III

41

ICEVchChn1909

Smr, Sur, Tmr

III

41

III

41

III

41

III

41

III

41

III

41

ICEVchChn1944
ICEVchChn2255
ICEVchChn2605

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

Sm , Su , Tm

r

Sm , Su , Tm , Tc
Sm , Su , Tm ,

r

ICEVchChn4210

Sm , Su , Tm , Tc

ICEVchChn57

Smr, Sur, Tmr, Tcr
r

r

r

r

ICEVchChnAHV1003

Ery , Sm , Su , Tm ,

III

41

ICEVspPor3

Tcr

III

42

4. A novel transfer mechanism associated with SXT/R391-like ICE’s
The ability of SXT/R391-like ICE’s to transfer widely amongst enterobacterial hosts, integrate, become stably
maintained in the host genome and contain integrative hotspots for the acquisition of resistance determinants makes
their behavior different from plasmid counterparts. In total 19 ICE genes can be classified as being directly involved in
ICESXT/R391 conjugative transfer, either in preparation of the ICE DNA for transfer or in construction of the type IV
conjugative machinery. These genes are mobl, traI/D/J, traL/E/K/B/V/A, dsbC, traC, trhF, traW/U/N and traF/H/G and
also required is the origin of transfer oriT [30]. Recently it has been shown that in addition to this system, a novel ‘trap
door’ mechanism exists which can result in ICE transfer as a last ditch resort [27] in cases where the host is damaged.
Under damage conditions (such as UV or chemical damage), members of the SXT/R391 group can induce a regulatory
loop which is controlled by the ICE repressor orf96. Upon cleavage it results in transcription of orf 90 and orf 91 which
are themselves transcriptional activators [20, 43]. These activate transcription of orf4 encoding an ICE excisionase
which results in excision of the element to form a circular transfer intermediate [10, 22]. Activation of orf 90 and 91
also results in upregulation of orf43, a traL homolog, whose overexpression results in lysis of the host cell [24 - 27].
This lysis event allows escape of the circular intermediate making it available for uptake via transformation. This trap
door mechanism is an added survival mechanism which has consequences for ICE survival and spread over and above
traditional conjugative transfer mechanisms. This lysis explains an unusual feature of SXT/R391 elements which
showed lower damage survival following treatments such as UV irradiation [23].
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Figure 1 Genetic organization of the ICER391 [11] showing the hotspots for insertion HS1-HS5 that occur in the majority of SXT/R391 ICES. In addition there are a number of variable
insertion sites which occur in some SXT/R391 like ICE’s. These have been termed Variable regions I-IV. Recombination events occur at high frequency into these regions resulting in the
acquisition of genes of known or indeed unknown function. These regions also acquire the majority of the antibiotic resistance determinants observed in many of the newer ICE-like elements.
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It now appears that this decreased survival may in fact be an adaptive lysis mechanism to allow element escape under
adverse conditions.
Such an array of mechanisms, stable integration into a conserved 17 bp integration site in a large selection of hosts
catalyzed by a conserved integrase, ability to pick up adaptive functions easily in selective hotspots, possession of a
type IV conjugative transfer system, ability to mobilise pathogenicity and genomic islands and finally an adaptive fail
safe mechanism of escape when the host is damaged makes the SXT/R391 group of ICE’s an important player in
dissemination of antibiotic resistant determinants in human and animal systems.

5. Trapping and characterisation of new ICE’s
As identifying novel integrative SXT/R391-like ICE’s can be difficult a new vector has been developed to aid their
recovery and identification. pIceCap is a trapping vector [30] based on a modified F-plasmid pXX704, which lacks
transfer genes. This vector is similar to the use of an F’prime vector containing the SXT/R391 chromosomal integration
site used previously to monitor chromosomal integration of SXT/R391 ICEs [8]. This pIceCap vector contains the
attachment site attB for SXT/R391 ICES allowing ICE catalyzed integration. This vector is maintained in an E.coli host
harbouring a deletion in the prfC gene (where SXT/R391 ICEs integrate), thus forcing integration into the pIceCap
vector [30]. To trap novel ICE elements conjugation between potential ICE harbouring strains and this E.coli
harbouring the pIceCap forces integration into the trapping vector. The vector can then be isolated and sequenced, once
size increase due to the integrating ICE has been verified. This should aid in recovery of more such elements in the
future for ease of characterisation.
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